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Abstract—This letter considers simultaneous wireless information and power transfer in ad hoc networks, where each transmitter (TX) is wirelessly powered by power beacons (PBs) and uses
the aggregate received power from PBs to transmit to its desired
receiver (RX). Using stochastic geometry, we formulate the total
outage probability at a typical RX in terms of the power and channel outage probability. The former incorporates a power receiver
activation threshold at TX while the latter incorporates maximum
transmit power at TX and interference at RX. For the special case
of path-loss exponent of 4, we derive accurate expressions for the
power, channel and total outage probability and study the effect of
the system parameters on the outage performance.
Index Terms—Outage probability, ad hoc networks, wireless
power transfer, power beacon, Poisson point process.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ADIO FREQUENCY (RF) enabled simultaneous information and power transfer (SWIPT) has emerged as an
attractive solution to power future wireless networks [1], [2].
There are currently three architectures for SWIPT [1], [2]:
(i) integrated SWIPT enables information and power to be extracted from the same signal transmitted by a base station (BS),
(ii) closed-loop SWIPT utilizes downlink from BS to users for
power transfer (PT) and uplink for information transmission
(IT), and (iii) decoupled SWIPT overlays traditional cellular
networks with special power beacons (PBs), which do not require a backhaul link, to provide dedicated PT. Both integrated
SWIPT and closed-loop SWIPT do not require additional
infrastructure. However, they suffer from correlation among
IT and PT and hence it is not easy to support longer range
transmissions [1]. This makes decoupled SWIPT, although it
requires additional infrastructure in the form of PBs, suitable
for small scale deployments envisioned in 5G [3].
Recently, many papers have considered integrated SWIPT
for cellular, ad hoc, relay, cooperative and other communication
scenarios [4]–[7]. Some papers have considered closed-loop
SWIPT, e.g., see [8], [9] and references therein. Only a few
papers have investigated decoupled SWIPT [10], [11]. Using
stochastic geometry, the feasibility of deployment of PBs for
powering a cellular network, subject to certain outage constraint on the uplink data transmission, was analyzed in [10].
Considering pico-cell BSs overlaid with PBs, algorithms to
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maximize the power received by users were proposed in [11].
To the best of our knowledge, the outage probability of ad hoc
networks with decoupled SWIPT has not yet been derived in the
literature. In addition, a common assumption in [4]–[11] is that
they did not take into account the minimum RF energy required
to activate the energy harvesting circuit, which is not realistic
especially when the received power has a large dynamic range.
Letter Contributions: In this letter, we consider a wireless
ad hoc network overlaid with PBs. The transmitter (TX) nodes
are wirelessly powered by PBs and adopt the harvest-thentransmit protocol [1] with variable transmit power according
to the amount of harvested power, i.e., they use the aggregate
received power from PBs to transmit their data to their desired
receiver (RX) node. The novel contributions of this work are:
(i) we adopt a realistic model of wirelessly powered TX nodes
incorporating a power receiver activation threshold (to account
for the minimum RF energy required to activate the energy
harvesting circuit) and a maximum transmit power (to account
for the power amplifier rating), (ii) with the facilitation of
Poisson point process (PPP) model and stochastic geometry
tools from [12], [13], we formulate the total outage probability
at a typical RX node in terms of the power outage probability
and the channel outage probability. In the proposed formulation, the newly defined power outage probability measures
the probability that the received power at a typical TX is less
than a power receiver activation threshold, causing it to be
inactive1 and the desired RX to be in outage. The channel
outage probability is defined as the probability that the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at a typical RX is below
a certain threshold,2 (iii) assuming path-loss exponent α = 4,
we derive expressions for the power, channel and total outage
probability. Simulation results confirm the accuracy of the
derived expression. The results show that decreasing the power
receiver activation threshold for low TX density, increasing the
power beacon density and the power beacon transmit power
improves the total outage probability.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a two-dimensional wireless ad-hoc network
with TX and RX pairs. The location of TXs is assumed to
follow a homogeneous PPP, denoted as ΦTX , with node density
λTX . Each TX has a desired RX located at a distance d0 from
the corresponding TX in a random direction. Note that we do
not consider the relative motion between TX and RX. The PBs
are randomly deployed and are modeled as a homogeneous PPP,
1 Our definition of power outage probability is fundamentally different from
[10]. The power outage probability defined in [10] measures the chance of the
harvested power at the mobile user being insufficient to support its transmission
and is treated as a controlled parameter set to zero or a sufficiently small value to
ensure uninterrupted transmission (and hence interference) from mobile users.
2 In prior work, the outage probability in ad hoc networks without SWIPT
has been formulated using channel outage probability only, e.g., see [14].
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denoted as ΦPB , with node density λPB . We assume ΦTX and
ΦPB are independent. The PB’s transmit power is PPB . Let Xi
denote both the random location as well as the i-th TX itself,
Yi denote both the location and the corresponding i-th RX and
Zi denote both the location and the i-th PB itself.
The TXs are wirelessly powered by the PBs. We make the
following assumptions regarding the PT and IT:
• The PT from PBs and IT from TXs are sufficiently separated in frequency. Further, the PT and IT are isotropic
such that each TX/RX can receive the PB/TX signals,
respectively, from all directions.
• Time is divided into slots and TXs employ time-switching
receiver architecture for IT and PT [15]. Thus, in each
time slot (T ), PT occurs in the first ρT seconds and IT in
the remaining (1 − ρ)T seconds.
• In order to activate the energy harvesting circuit at any
RX, the aggregate received power from all the PBs must
be greater than a power receiver activation threshold βPT .3
• Each TX has a maximum transmit power Pmax due to the
power amplifier rating.
• Pmax is sufficiently large such that the probability that the
aggregate received power from all the PBs exceeds Pmax
is negligible. Hence, all the amount of received power
during PT is used for IT, i.e., no energy storage involved.
We assume that all the channel links are modeled as identical
and independent distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh block-fading channels.4 Thus, in general the received power at any TX (from a
PB) or RX (from a TX) can be expressed as Pt hd−α , where d is
the propagation distance, α is the path-loss exponent, h denotes
the power gain due to fading which follows the exponential
distribution with unit mean [12] and Pt denotes the transmit
power. Note that for PB, Pt = PPB and for TX, Pt will be
be defined later in (5). In this letter, we are interested in the
outage probability at a typical RX. This is formulated in the
next section.
III. O UTAGE P ROBABILITY F ORMULATION AND A NALYSIS
In the considered setup, an outage can occur at a typical RX
due to either of the following two conditions: (i) due to the
random network topology and the fading channels, the received
power at a TX is a random variable. If the aggregate received
power from all the PBs is below βPT , the TX is inactive. Thus no
IT can occur and the RX is in power outage, and (ii) if a TX is
active (i.e., not in power outage), the RX may still be in channel
outage if the RX’s SINR is below a certain threshold. This
can occur because both the TX transmit power, which depends
on the random received power from PBs, and the interference
received by RX are random variables. Thus, the total outage can
be formulated as
 C

P
P
Pout = Pout
Pout ,
+ 1 − Pout
(1)
P
C
where Pout
denotes the power outage probability and Pout
P
denotes the channel outage probability. Note that both Pout
C
and Pout need to be averaged with respect to the spatial node
distributions and the fading distribution. In order to determine
the outage probabilities, we add a reference receiver Y0 at the

is typically in the range −30 dBm to −10 dBm [1].
4 We do not consider shadowing but it can be included using the composite
fading model in [16].
3β

PT

origin and its associated transmitter X0 at a distance d in a
random direction. By Slivnyak’s theorem, adding a point in a
PPP does not change the distribution of the rest of the process
[12]. In the following subsections, we derive expressions for
these outage probabilities.
Power Outage Probability: The instantaneous aggregate received power from PBs at a typical TX, X0 , is given by

PPTi =
PPB hZ d−α
(2)
Z ,
Z∈ΦPB

where hZ is the fading power gain on the PT link and dZ =
|Zi − X0 | denotes the distance between a PB and X0 . Due
to the stationary property of PPP [12], the distribution of the
received power is identical for all TXs. Thus, we drop the index
i in (2).
The power outage probability is the probability that the
aggregate received power PPT at a typical TX is lower than
the power receiver activation threshold, βPT . It is given by
P
Pout
= P(PPT < βPT ) = FPPT (βPT ),

(3)

where P(·) denotes the probability and FPPT (·) denotes the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the received power.
Given the form of (2), which is similar to well known existing
models of traditional ad hoc networks [12], a closed-form
expression for FPPT (·) exists for path-loss exponent α = 4
only. In the following, we consider the special case of α = 4
to determine the power, channel and total outage probability.
However, this does not diminish the contribution of this letter
since the proposed formulation in (10) is valid for any path-loss
exponent.5
Proposition 1: The CDF of the aggregate received power
PPT for α = 4 is given by



Ppb
2
FPPT (pPT ) = 1 − erf π λPB √
.
(4)
4 pPT
Proof: When α = 4, using the existing results for ad hoc
networks [12], we can show that PPT follows the Levy distri0.5
2
bution with dispersion coefficient ζ = π2 (λPB PPB
E[h0.5
Z ]π) ,
0.5
where E[·] is the expectation operator, E[hZ ] = Γ[1.5] for
exponential distribution.

P
Substituting (4) into (3), Pout
can be obtained.
Channel Outage Probability: Based on our system model,
the instantaneous transmit power for each active TX can be
written as

γPPT , PPT > βPT ;
PTX =
(5)
Pmax , PPT > γ −1 Pmax ;
ρ
where γ = η 1−ρ
and η is a factor representing the power
conversion efficiency. Note that the first condition in (5) is due
to the fact that the received power at an active TX must be
greater than βPT . The second condition in (5) is due to the
maximum transmit power of active TXs. Next we determine
the probability density function of PTX .

5 Our framework can also be easily modified to the scenario where each
TX harvests energy from its nearest PB only, in which case FPPT (·) can be
obtained using stochastic geometry for any α. However, this is outside scope of
this paper.
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Proposition 2: The PDF of the transmit power PTX for an
active TX for α = 4 is given by
⎧ 1.5 √
λPB PPB γ
π 4 λ2PB PPB γ
⎨π 1.5
, pTX > γβPT ;
P ) exp −
16pTX
4pTX (1−Pout
fPTX(pTX )= 1−F
Pmax
)
PPT (
⎩
γ
Dirac(pTX −Pmax ), pTX>Pmax ;
1−pP
out
(6)
where Dirac(·) is the Dirac function [12].
Proof: Taking the derivative of (4), we obtain the PDF of
PPT . Combining it with (5) and using variable transformation,
we can derive (6).

√
Using (6), we can also obtain the expectation term E{ PTX }
for α = 4 as
√



π 1.5λPB PPB γ
π 4 λ2PB PPB γ π 4 λ2PB PPB
 Γ 0,

E{ PTX } =
,
P
16Pmax
16βPT
4 1 − Pout
−1

1 − FPPT (γ Pmax )
Pmax . (7)
+
P
1 − Pout
In the proposed system model, the location of the active
TXs as well as their transmit powers rely strongly on the PB
locations. Indeed active TXs are likely to be located closer to
PBs, which means that their transmit powers and locations are
correlated. In this letter, we assume that each active TX’s transmit power and location is independent. Thus, we approximate
the active TXs as a homogeneous PPP with node density λTX =
P
(1 − Pout
)λTX , denoted as ΦTX . The instantaneous SINR at
reference RX, Y0 , is then given as
PTX0 g0 d−α
0
SIN R = 
,
(8)
−α + N
X∈Φ PTXX gX X
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Fig. 1. The channel outage probability versus the SINR threshold βc .

Total Outage Probability: Finally, combining the power outage probability in (3) and the channel outage probability in (9),
the total outage probability at a typical RX, Y0 , is

 C

P
Pout = Pout
+ 1 − FPPT (γ −1 Pmax ) Pout
|PTX0 (Pmax )
Pmax


C
|PTX0 (pTX0 ) fPTX0 (pTX0 ) dpTX0 . (10)
+ 1 − Pout
γβPT

Note that (10) cannot be expressed in closed-form due to the
C
complexity of the term Pout
|PTX0 (PTX0 ) which is inside the
integration. However, (10) can be easily evaluated numerically.
IV. R ESULTS

In this section, we first establish the accuracy of the analytical
results in (9) by comparing with simulations. Unless specified
TX
otherwise, the main system parameters are set as follows: α =
where N is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power 4, d0 = 20 m, βPT = −30 dBm [1], βc = 0 dB [12], N =
and g0 and gX denote the fading power gains on the reference −130 dBm, ρ = 0.5, η = 0.5 and Pmax = 30 dBm. All power
link and interference link, respectively. Note that PTX0 and values are expressed in dBm.
C
Accuracy of Derived Analytical Results: Fig. 1 plots Pout
PTXX are the transmit power for the reference TX and other
2
active TXs, respectively, which have the same distribution as versus SINR threshold βc with λPB = 10, 80/km , PPB =
given in (6). The channel outage probability for the reference 47, 57 dBm and λTX = 1, 10/km2 . The simulation results are
link is then given by
averaged over 1 million realizations. The figure shows that
there is a small gap between the analytical and simulation
C
Pout = P(SIN R < βc )
 


results. This is due to the independence assumption of the active
−α
+N
X∈ΦTX PTXX gX X
TX’s location and transmit powers, which has been used in the
= EPTX0 P g0 <
−1
derivation. However, the trend of the analytical results is the
PTX0 d−α
β
c
0

 

same as the simulation results. This confirms the accuracy of
−α
+N
X∈ΦTXPTXX gXX
the derived analytical expressions. In addition, we can see that
= EPTX0 EG,X,PTX FG0
−1
C
PTX0 d−α
increasing βc degrades Pout
because the SINR is less likely to
0 βc



α
achieve the higher SINR threshold βc value.
N d0
βc
= EPTX0 1 − exp −
Next, we will use the analytical results to show the impact of
PTX0



the
important system parameters (i.e., λPB , PPB and βPT ) on
−α
X∈ΦTX PTXX gX X
the
outage
probability.
×EG,X,PTX exp
C
−1
Effect of λPB : Fig. 2(a) plots Pout
and Pout versus
PTX0 d−α
0 βc
⎧
⎫ the PB density λ , with P = 47 dBm and λ =
PB
PB
TX
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ 1, 100, 500/km2 . First we examine the effect on P C . Fig. 2(a)
⎪
out
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
√


C
⎨
⎬ shows that as λPB increases, Pout
first increases and then deN dα
λ  π 2 d2 β c 
0
= EPTX0 1−exp −
βc exp − TX 0
E{ PTX} , creases. This can be explained as the result of interplay between
⎪
⎪
PTX0
2 PTX0
⎪
⎪ two factors: the probability of being active for TXs (1 − P P )
⎪
out
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭ and the PDF of the transmit power fP (PTX ). When λPB
C|
TX
Pout
PTX (PTX0 )
0
increases, the probability of being active increases and also the
(9) peak of f
PTX (PTX ) is shifted to the right, which means that
C
where βc is the SINR threshold, the term Pout
|PTX0 (PTX0 ) can PTX is more likely to be greater. Initially, the probability of
be regarded as the outage probability which is conditioned on being active plays the dominant role in Fig. 2(a). Consequently,
the transmit power of the reference TX, FG0 (·) is the CDF of as the probability of being active increases, the number of
the fading power gain on the reference
link which follows the interferer TXs increases, which generates more interference and
√
C
degrades Pout
exponential distribution and E{ PTX } is given in (7).
. However, when λPB increases beyond a certain
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Fig. 2. Effect of PB density (λPB ), PB transmit power (PPB ), power receiver activation threshold (βPT ) on the channel and total outage probabilities. (a) Effect
of λPB , (b) Effect of PPT , (c) Effect of βPT .

value, fPTX (pTX ) begins to plays the dominant role. Thus, even
though the number of interferer TXs is large, the reference
TX is likely to support its RX with a higher transmit power
C
which slightly improves Pout
. Next, we examine the effect on
P
Pout . Initially, Pout plays the dominant role in determining Pout .
P
This is because when λPB is small, Pout
is several orders of
C
P
magnitude greater than Pout
. Pout
decreases as λPB increases
C
and so does Pout . Eventually, Pout
plays the dominant role and
C
Pout and Pout overlap when λPB is large.
C
Effect of PPB : Fig. 2(b) plots Pout
and Pout versus the PBs’
transmit power PPB , with λPB = 10, 100, 500/km2 and λTX =
100/km2 . The figure shows that the effect of PPB depends
C
on the value of λPB . When λPB = 10/km2 (i.e., small), Pout
is an increasing function of PPB in the considered range of
PPB . However, in this case the majority of TXs are in power
P
outage. Hence, Pout is largely determined by Pout
. When λPB =
2
P
100/km , increasing PPB improves Pout and hence Pout , until
C
C
Pout
becomes dominant when the Pout
and Pout curves merge.
2
Finally, when λPB = 500/km (i.e., large), nearly all TXs are
C
always active. Hence, Pout
and Pout overlap and slightly decrease as PPB increases. These trends, which we have observed
to be valid as long as λTX is not too large, can be easily
explained using similar arguments as before.
C
Effect of βPT : Fig. 2(c) plots Pout
and Pout versus the power
receiver activation threshold βPT , with λTX = 1, 300/km2 ,
λPT = 200/km2 and PPT = 47 dBm. From the figure, we can
C
see that Pout
decreases as βPT increases. This is because a larger
value of βPT prohibits more TXs from being active and the
interference at the reference RX is consequently reduced. As
for the total outage, when λTX is small, Pout increases as βPT
P
C
increases. This is because Pout
(which is  Pout
) increases as
βPT increases and plays the dominant role in determining Pout .
When λTX is large, Pout first decreases and then increases with
P
C
increasing βPT . This is due to the interaction of Pout
and Pout
,
P
C
since Pout increases as βPT increase, while Pout decreases.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we have formulated the outage probability of
a wireless ad hoc network with decoupled SWIPT, assuming a
realistic model for wirelessly powered TX nodes. For α = 4,
we have derived analytical results for the power outage probability and channel outage probability, which determine the
total outage probability. The results have shown that the total

outage probability improves by decreasing the power receiver
activation threshold for low TX density, increasing the power
beacon density and the power beacon transmit power.
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